SER-Kits
Assembly Instructions HB72
SR/SECR/SR Horsebox with Groom’s Compartment (braked) 1872 - c1932
PLEASE READ BEFORE STARTING THE KIT

Introduction
Our coaching stock kits use high quality resin that withstands a degree of flexing. It can be drilled and filed with
ordinary care without snapping unexpectedly. But take care around thin sections such as window frames.
If you follow the instructions and take your time, you should be able to achieve a highly detailed model which will
be an asset to your layout.
Wheels
Unusually for coaching stock, the wheels for this horsebox are 3ft 2in. Mansell, not 3ft 7in. Use Slater’s Mansell
3ft 1in. Wagon Wheels for the Furnace (sic!) Rly.
Kit: different versions
The kit is supplied in three variants, the body being the same in all cases:
1. Piped but not braked for Smith’s vacuum (pre c.1892)
2. Piped and braked, Smith’s vacuum (pre c.1892)
3. Piped and braked, automatic vacuum brake (after c.1891)
Read the vehicle history at the end of these instructions for more details. If you change your mind, all parts can
be exchanged or added to.
Springing/compensation
Version 1 is supplied with axlebox castings that can – if you wish - be simply sprung. (See instructions below.)
However, it’s probably not necessary to spring a 4-wheel vehicle for 7mm F/S, and the castings may just be
glued or soldered in place. The choice is yours.
Versions 2 & 3 are supplied with an etch which contains brake linkage and compensation by the rocking
method. The rocking is controlled by the flex of the linkage. If you feel that compensation is unnecessary, either
solder the rocking assembly solid, or discard the rocker and pack the W-iron etch with additional approx 3.5mm
thick styrene or wood.
General methods
•

The full detail in the resin castings only becomes truly apparent after painting.

•

The resin castings are made in two part moulds, and it’s almost impossible to produce a casting without
minor imperfections caused by air bubbles. I reject those that have too many. Look out for tiny gaps in
the beading around panels and tiny holes in thin edges such as window frames. Fill with e.g. Squadron
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putty or Humbrol filler. Hold the casting up to the light, and if you can see an internal air-bubble,
consider cutting a small hole in the rear, and pressing filler into the small void.
•

The manufacturing process creates some thin ‘knifeedges’ of resin which can be removed by brushing with a
stiff nylon or brass wire brush.

•

I find the homemade tool in the photo very useful for
cleaning up inside panelled areas where normal tools
would remove detail. The strip wood is 3 or 4mm square.

•

Check the tiny detail of cosmetic bolts. If you are bothered
by any that have failed to cast, remedy this as follows: drill
0.55mm and superglue tiny protruding lengths of the
supplied 0.5mm plastic rod into the holes.

•

The whole kit can be assembled using two-part 5minute epoxy resin glue such as Araldite or Devcon,
and/or superglue, though Evostik is useful for glazing and fixing the roof.

•

I recommend ‘paint as you go’, where suggested in the instructions. Leaving painting until after
completion can cause difficulties, especially the groom’s compartment interior and the underside.

•

This resin takes paint easily and primer is not needed (unlike etched brass!). However a plain coat of
paint is useful to show up flaws and gaps needing attention before you start the paint job proper.
/Continued
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Getting the resin castings ready
1. The detail on the castings is not always easy to see until the vehicle is painted. If you can,
view the castings in a strong directional light (table lamp, sunlight) which will show up the
detail better. This will avoid filing or sanding off detail that should be left on! Check the
castings against the scale drawing. NOTE: the ends have ‘sticking-out-bits’ at the edges,
particularly the horse’s end – see the diagram opposite. When joined to the sides, these form
strapping, hinges and catches.
2. Bearing in mind the above warning, clean up the castings, removing casting sprue remains
from the bottom edges of some castings.
3. Cleaning up round windows. The windows are the most fragile part of the casting, but are
finally strengthened by the glazing. Use a craft knife and/or triangular needle file. Use a light
touch. You can usually see best from the inside where to file to. Look out for little resin bits
inside the window frames which will prevent the glazing lying flat. These can be carefully chiselled off using
a square-edge craft knife blade.
4. The sides of the groom’s compartment are trimmed from a
single mould. Some strapping needs to be filed off, as shown
in the diagram. Don’t forget that the two castings must finish as
mirror images! The arrows on the horse’s box edge point to
hinge and strap detail that must not be removed. Again, this
makes more sense when lined up with the horsebox sides.
Check the corners for squareness. Make sure not to file off the
outer edge beading which will stand just proud of the edges of
the end casting.
There is a locating ledge for the floor on the inside of the
casting. Remove a few millimetres of the ledges where they
meet the end casting.
5. Drill out 0.9mm for door handles – both must be on the side nearest
the horse’s box. On headstocks (buffer beams), clear buffer holes with
a file, and the draw-hook slot with a fine needle file or 1.2mm drill.
If fitting optional safety chains (SER-Kits pack £1.50) drill 0.8mm for
eyes 7mm either side of drawhook.
Assembling the body
Before proceeding, I strongly recommend painting the insides of the
groom’s compartment and the floor. (See livery notes at end)
6. Start by matching the interchangeable horsebox sides to horse’s end
and groom’s compartment sides, checking the lining up of hinge detail
across the joins. Slight variability in the casting shrinkage usually
means one of the matches is better. Mark the matches.
7. Insert the floor into the slot in the horse end, and glue. Glue the two horse’s
box sides to the end. It’s best to leave the floor floating at this stage. Glue the
false ceiling in place, which will correct any bow in the sides. Add the partition,
and it should now look like the photo. Those who have built the SER-Kits1842
horsebox will instantly see the family resemblance. The Ashford designers
have done little more than add the groom’s compartment to a simplified version
of the earlier box. However, unlike the early box’s complicated linked flaps, the
later horsebox has a lower flap that falls out to form a ramp, while the upper
two doors hinge outwards.
8. Carefully line up each side of the groom’s compartment, sighting along for
straightness. If there’s a slight mismatch in height, it’s best for this to be at the
top, where it can be filed down. The ledge that sits on the floor may also need a
little filing underneath to lower the side. Glue sides. Trial the groom’s end, if necessary reducing the length
of the floor and cleaning out the slot it’s intended to fit into. A little bevelling is helpful. Glue in place, and
the body is now complete. Fill gaps in the hinges and other ironwork so that they appear continuous.
Underframes
9. Buffer Stocks: There are three ribs: the outer rib should be horizontal. Clean up the buffer stocks,
removing remains of casting sprues on the spigots. With a round file open out the holes in the headstocks
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until the buffers fit snugly without forcing. (Forcing may split the resin…) Cut or file back
the spigot to match the inside slot, or it may foul the solebars.
When gluing the buffer stocks in place, it’s worth passing a long 1/16 in. rod through
opposite stocks to ensure the holes are in true alignment as the glue sets. Finally, clean up drawhook hole
with fine needle file.
10. Solebar/Springs/(W-irons): Carefully clean off flash and other
imperfections. Sight along the tops, gently bending them straight if
necessary (the alloy is pliable) and running a file over the top edge.
Trial fit into the headstock slots. I usually make the castings a little
too long (it’s better than having them too short…) so trim and bevel
the ends so as not to force the end slots.
11. The same casting is used for both sides, and there are redundant
holes for fixing the steps and hangers intended to go under the
groom’s compartment. After drilling the holes (as follows), the
redundant holes should be filled. Depending on availability, the steps
and hangers may be either etches or castings. Identify their position and drill out the bottom holes only, 0.6
mm for etches and their pins, or 0.7mm for castings. The photo – of the non-compensated version – shows
what you’re aiming for, but don’t fit the hangers yet.
12. While you’re using the drill, you may wish to drill the oil flaps on
top of the axle-boxes 0.55mm (there’s a guide ‘pip’) to take
bent wire locking handles as in the photo. Fit the wire in the
late stages of assembly.
When to paint the body?
You can leave all the painting until the end, but it’s easy to disturb the steps and running boards, while the
couplings and safety chains get in the way. I paint the body including the headstocks but not the outside of the
solebars at this stage – this only involves one colour. Of course, take care not to spoil the paint as you continue.

Compensation and brakes
1. If desired, drill out the holes 0.55mm for Vee hanger cosmetic bolts in the solebars. These are to be made
from lill pins. The casting shows three sets of of
holes because the Vee is offset from the centre
(see drawing). On one side, drill two holes 0.8mm
for the brake catch casting – see scale drawing for
position.
2. Trial the solebar/spring castings into place but
don’t glue yet.
3. Packing is required for the vehicle to sit at the
correct height. Glue 60 thou styrene pieces,
approx 22 x 40mm across the floor betweeen the
solebars. Extra pieces of 40 thou styrene are
included for use if needed (see fitting wheel
assemblies below).
4. Cross bars of 60 thou styrene, 5 x 42.5mm need to
be fitted ready for the vacuum cylinder as in the diagram. For Smith’s vacuum, they can be laminated
together and set so that the edge of the laminate is 43mm from the headstock on the groom’s end. For the
wider automatic vacuum, the cross pieces are best kept separate, each a millimeter either side of the same
43mm centre line. (A screw on the casting will fit between them.) Do not glue the vac. cylinder in place yet.
THE ETCHED PARTS
5. Study the etch against the labelled picture on the next page, and remove parts only as required. Folds are
indicated by half-etched lines which should should end up inside the fold, as with most etched parts.
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6. Referring to the photo above right, fold up the W-iron assemblies, fitting bearings and wheels as you do so.
7. Joggle in the metal strips from which the brake hangers hang so that the brake blocks just clear the wheel
tyres. Remove the wheels. Reinforce the brake hanger folds with solder or 2-part quick-set epoxy resin such
as Araldite. It’s easier to fit and remove wheels if you do not solder the W-iron folds.
8. Use the 3/64” brass rod to pivot the rocking W-iron.
9. There are extra brake block etches for better thickness: solder these on now.
10. Referring to the scale drawing and above photo, remove the brake parts needed. (There are some parts for
other vehicles which will not be needed.) The parts you need
are shown in this photo:
Match appopriate lengths of brake pull-rods with the scale
drawing – these are the top rods in the photo to the right.
(There are several lengths of these for different vehicles.)

11. Find the crank shown in the photo on the right. Cut off the bit
sticking out towards the top left, so that the crank now looks
like part labelled A. In the prototype, the slot allows either the handbrake or the vacuum
cylinder to operate this crank without interfering with each other.
12. Fold the tops of the Vee irons over.
13. As this etch was originally intended for 42 in. diameter wheels, the connecting rods sticking
out from the triangular tie-bars (one is marked X in the photo) are about 2mm too long. Used as they are,
this will result in the cranks between the wheels being in the ‘brake on’ position, even when the brakes are
off. This is barely noticeable, but if you’re accurate/fussy, cut all the rods where the X arrow shows, overlap
and solder. In any case, hold the rods in the vice at this joint and twist the end bearings 90°.
14. At this stage I recommend painting black all the brass brake parts and the floor and inside of solebars. Also,
paint the wheel sets (not included): ‘teak’ centres, white tyres, blue axles. Leaving this until later will cause
difficulties…
Assembling the brake linkage
15. Spring the wheels into the W-irons, centre the bearings, and solder or hold with a spot of superglue.
16. I find it easier to fit the linkage around the wheel axles before fixing the whole axleguard assemblies into the
vehicle.
17. Make pivots for the brake linkage from 0.7mm wire and assemble as follows:
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18. Pivot the 4-hole lever into the hangers. Referring to the
scale drawing and the photo, spring the tie bars into
brake block holes, and connect to the 4-hole lever.
Super-glue the bearings and trim off excess wire.
19. Note that the brake crank hangers in the centre of the Wiron assemblies are to go on the outside, nearer the
headstock.
20. Rest the horsebox on the wheel assemblies on a length
of track with the rocker under the groom’s compartment.
Then check that the buffer height is correct (23.33mm
pre c1890) or to your own standard buffer height. Some
extra packing between W-irons and floor may be
necessary (40 thou styrene is included). Note that the
exact height of the rocking W-iron depends on how you
have folded the parts. I’ve found that there can be as
much as 1/2mm variation between different attempts.
(Etched kits rarely mention the variability of folds…) For packing use paper, styrene or cardboard.
21. Do a dry-run assembly of solebars and W-iron assemblies. If necessary, file the insides of the solebars to
allow the rocker to rock. Then, making sure the hangers and 4hole levers are on the outside, nearest the headstock, glue the
wheel assemblies into place.
22. Referring to the photo opposite, glue the outside Vee-hanger in
place according to the scale drawing. Cut the 1/16” tube to
31mm, thread through the outer Vee, then thread on the
vac.cylinder crank, the three-hole lever and the remaining Vee
hanger. Glue the latter to the floor, so that there is room for the
three-hole crank to be on the vehicle centre-line.
23. Connect the brake pull rods between the 3-hole lever and the 4hole levers under the axles (check with scale drawing).
24. Drill the vac. cylinder to take the crank and glue in place (position
not crucial). Glue crank to cylinder and rod.
25. Trial fit the cosmetic axleboxes on the top hat bearings. The cast springs can be squeezed ever so gently if
necessary to give clearance. (The white metal I use is pliable.) The axleboxes on the rocking wheels may
need filing under the springs so as not to stop the rocking movement – which should be around 1/2
millimetre up and down. Glue the castings to bearings & w-irons.

FURTHER DETAILING
13. Glue the steps and hangers in place under the groom’s compartment. With castings, use the lower fixing
only; with etches, use a lill pin through the lower hole. The tops of the ‘irons’ will be behind the bottom edges
of the body.
14. Make up running boards from pieces of 2x1mm styrene strip cut to suit the drawing and glued behind
4x2mm styrene strip. The latter needs filing to fit around the axleboxes as in the diagram. A piece of metal
angle makes a useful jig – shown here with carriage running boards.

15. At some point in the development of these horseboxes – maybe c1880 – the steps to the
groom’s compartment were replaced with short boards, presumably for safety. These can
be made from 40 thou styrene and glued to the top of the step.
16. The spigot catches for the horsebox flaps can be left as they are, but it’s a nice touch to
make rings that would have had a chain to avoid mislaying them. Wind half-a-dozen turns
of 28SWG wire or 5A fuse-wire (not supplied) around a 1.4mm rod (or drill shank). Cut
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along them with a sharp craft knife and glue in place – four in all - as in the photo:
17. Braked versions: add brake catch and brake lever at this point, or after painting body. Depending on
availability the lever may be cast or etched. If etched, fold the handle outwards into an oval. The lever and
washer are fixed into the tube with a pin.
18. Paint body, varnish, add transfers.
19. Cut glazing, using printout guide, but trial before fitting – the clearances are fine. Glue by using a cocktail
stick to place a thin bead of Evostik around the edge of each piece of glazing.
20. A piece of 30 thou styrene is included for the lamp-pot base. Scrape or file one side slightly concave and
glue to roof. Drill through base and roof 3mm to take the lamp-pot casting.
21. Paint roof white (for new) and ironwork black. Separately paint lamp-pots black. I recommend fitting the
roof after the following:
BUFFERS AND DRAWGEAR

22. Assemble the etched couplings by folding the links and catching the etched ‘screw’
centre between them. Note that the shorter link hangs lowest for coupling to the
next wagon.The bob weight can be soldered through the hole in the etched centre.
Use the etched coupling hooks, and fit the top link into the hole by the hook, and
squeeze the little ‘whisker’ so that it can’t fall out.
23. These couplings are strong and practical, but you may prefer to spend £7 or £8 on castings and working
screws from other manufacturers. As an alternative I also supply cast centres showing the threads
(cosmetic only) and cast bob weights, along with iron wire for you to bend up the links. These look good, are
closely to scale but are relatively flimsy. They work for me with trains of up to 12 or so vehicles but can be
broken by sudden acceleration or bad derailments – just like the prototype. The choice is yours.
Buffer springing:
24. Clean up the buffers. They should need little adjustment in order to slide easily in the stocks. If necessary,
gently run a 1.7mm drill through the holes in the buffer stocks, and scrape the buffer shanks along the
length with a craft knife, rotating the buffer between each scrape. Don’t file the shanks across the width –
the roughness will stop the buffers sliding smoothly. The buffers should slide easily in and out.
25. Measure 16mm along the shanks from the back
of the buffer head. Drill a hole 0.6 mm (No 73)
right through each shank to take the spring wire.
If you're worried about drilling through a narrow
rod, make a simple jig from a couple of inches of
1/16" internal diameter brass tube. Drill the hole
through the brass tube at the correct distance
from the end. It's then a simple matter to feed
each buffer into the tube for drilling. This jig is
also useful for protecting the shank if you paint the buffer heads before assembly.
26. Clean up the hole in the resin end for the coupling hook. Use either a fine needle file, or a hand-held 1mm.
drill. The hook should slide smoothly in and out without sticking.
27. Run the phosphor-bronze wire through your fingers to straighten it, then cut off two pieces 41.5 mm long.
Checking with the diagram, slide the wire through the hole in the coupling hook just behind the headstock,
and then into the hole in the right-hand buffer shank. The wire can now be pulled back into the hole in the
other buffer shank. (It’s much easier to do than explain)
28. Solder the wire to the etched hook, or use a blob of resin glue. When set, the ends of the wire can be bent
to touch the headstock so that the buffer heads protrude fully and the draw-hook is held back by the spring.
Smith’s vacuum pipes
29. NOTE: the vacuum pipes are both on the same side of the vehicle, so far as I can tell. The kit castings are
in two parts the ‘flexible’ coupling pipe – a Dee shaped casting – and a stand-pipe (‘upside down walking
stick’). If I’ve forgotten to do it, drill out the pipe couplings on the top Dee 1.2mm and fix to
the standpipe spigot. Note that the Dees are ‘handed’ – left and right to fit on the same side
of the vehicle. Refer to the scale drawing if you’re not clear on this.
30. Paint the vacuum pipes – Smith’s or auto – black, and glue them to the solebars.
31. FINALLY: Glue roof to body with Evostik, and glue the painted lamp-pot into its hole.
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LIVERY AND LETTERING
EXTERIORS PRE-1885
All Non-coaching Passenger Stock was painted brown on sides and ends. There was probably no exact colour
and different batches may have varied. This gives the modeller leeway! I’ve experimented with Humbrol
German Camouflage Brown 160 plus 15% each red and blue and about 10% black to give a mid brown.
Below the bottom rail/bottom of carriage bodies, the separate solebar and headstock chassis was painted black.
However, horseboxes don’t have the same distinction, so I take the end brown onto the headstocks, including
the buffer stocks, and only paint the visible part of the solebars black. See the box picture. All the ironwork was
picked out black. Roofs were originally white, so I use white with dashes of black and yellow for a bit of
weathering – all different!
The wheels were to Mansell’s patent, with varnished teak segments between hub and tyre, so I paint the hub
black, the segments ‘teak’ and the tyres (weathered) white, according to patent and photos. The axles were
supposed by patent to be painted blue. This was an expensive pigment and was presumably intended to show
that these were classy wheels.
EXTERIORS POST-1885
After c1885, the brown was replaced with a dark crimson lake which some observers described as chocolate. I
use a purple-brown undercoat (SR goods brown with a little extra red, or Humbrol Wine 73 + black) and cover
this with varnish into which is added a very little Precision Paints SECR crimson lake or Humbrol 73. This allows
the undercoat to show through, but tinted by the crimson. Done this way, the body appears either crimson lake
or chocolate depending on the quality and angle of the light it’s viewed in. Practise on scrap styrene first.
LETTERING
Specific SER transfers are available from SER-Kits.
INTERIORS:
I assume the groom’s compartment might have followed 2nd Class practice. In other words, painted cream and
then grained in a darker wood colour with graining combs to simulate more expensive wood. I mix up orange,
white and black to make a colour similar to old varnished pine.
HISTORICAL NOTE:

The kits allow most – if not all - stages of the horsebox’s life to be modelled.
When these horseboxes were introduced in 1872, Smith’s non-automatic vacuum was being introduced on the
SER. It seems likely that to begin with, these vehicles were piped rather than braked. Later on – and at least
from 1888 - some were braked, probably with Smith’s, but from c1891 on, the horseboxes were piped and/or
braked with the more modern automatic vacuum. One batch had a longer 9ft 1in. wheelbase. To model this
version would require cutting the solebars in half, reducing the ends and filling the gap. Possible, but fiddly. If
you want to try it, ask me for an extra solebar casting to cut bits from and solder in...
Photos show that some vans had diagonal strengthening on the top doors of the horse’s box. 2 x 1mm styrene
strip is supplied. Some (all?) braked boxes had rain strips added. Braked kits have 1 x 0.3mm styrene for this.
As well as conveying race-horses to Epsom and elsewhere, the horseboxes would have been attached to
private-hire trains by wealthy families going on holiday with servants, grooms and horse-drawn carriage. The
army used them to transport cavalry from barracks to training grounds such as at Lydd: the officers’ mounts
went in these boxes, the ordinary soldier’s nags in cattle trucks.
The dates for withdrawal are ambiguous, as some of these horseboxes were grouped on SECR Sketch B and
some on Sketch C along with later horseboxes that only differed in the panelling and the top horse doors. It
seems likely that some at least lasted into the first few years of the Southern Railway.
For a full history, see Invicta, the Journal of the South Eastern and Chatham Society, No.69 Spring 2008. Issues
68 and subsequent ones have very detailed descriptions and drawings of all SER/LCDR/SECR/SR horseboxes.
FINALLY:

If you want to know more about the SER, the LCDR and the SE&CR? Why not join the South Eastern and
Chatham Society? Membership is £20 per annum. Website address: www.southeasternandchathamrailway.org
Dan Garrett, 21 Weald Close, Weald, Sevenoaks, Kent TN14 6QH
Email: Serkits1@aol.com
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